General Duty Training Dummy
FIRE, SES, HEIGHT, CONFINED SPACE, RTA, USAR, AVIATION, MINING

The General Duty dummies are our
most popular models for common
rescue scenarios such as height,
conined space, ire, urban search and
rescue, road trafic accident and any
general rescue & handling exercises.

The General Duty dummies are ideally suited for almost any
land rescue situation. They have anatomically correct weight
distribution and the uncanny ‘feel’ of an unconscious patient.
Tough enough to be buried under a concrete slab, steel lintels,
trees or have motor vehicles laid upon them. They can also be
used in more extreme rescue scenarios such as hazmat, foul drain,
sewer or other toxic situations. After use, simply hose down and
hang up to dry.
Note. This dummy has normal weighting so do not use in deep
water, it will sink! For water rescue scenarios please refer to our
Water Rescue Dummies. They can present realistic scenarios for
rescuers and can be used where live ‘volunteers’ cannot.

Colours may vary.

1.83M

These dummies are tough! The body carcass is heavy duty
polyester with all seams double stitched. High density
polypropylene webbing provides extra strength and durability,
especially at the high stress points. The protective overalls keep
the dummy clean, and greatly increases the lifespan. The overalls
are made of tough polyester material (the same material as used
on police ballistic/stab jackets.) The ends of the adult overall arms
are further protected with nylon reinforced PVC.

1.3M

All dummies of 20kg and over are supplied complete with gum
boots. Where the exercise involves constant dragging of the
dummy we recommend itting the accessory Drag Protectors for
additional protection.
The shaped head allows the itting of all types of immobilisation
collars. A face and wig hood is available as an accessory.
These dummies can safely be used in scenarios with
temperatures up to 100ºC. The General Duty dummy is ideally
suited for wet or dry rescue conditions (but not submersed). If
it gets wet it needs to be hung in a dry airy place to dry before
storage.

0.87M

0.69M

These General Duty dummies, which are used extensively
by the military all over the world, have been issued
with NATO Stock Numbers. Available in eight sizes and
weights, from the baby 5kg up to the very heavy
90kg adult.
Variants to this range include;
Prisoner Security, Hospital Patient Handling,
Drop Test (harness testing), Bariactric (obese).
For more detailed information, including a full
description of the construction methods,
please visit our website.

10KG

5KG

20KG

20 | 30 | 50 | 70 | 90KG

Model

Description

Height

Weight

RLN5

Baby

0.7m

5kg

RNL10

Toddler

0.9m

10kg

RLN20

Youth

1.30m

20kg

RLN20A

Adult (Light)

1.8m

20kg

RLN30

Adult

1.8m

30kg

RLN50

Adult

1.8m

50kg

RLN70

Adult

1.8m

70kg

RLN90

Adult

1.8m

90kg
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